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Abstract Paintings can evoke emotions in viewers. In this paper, we pro-
pose a method for extracting emotions from paintings by using the colors
that comprise the paintings. The proposed approach is based on a color image
scale, which is one of the popular experimental scales focusing on the relation
between colors and emotions. We first construct a color combination and emo-
tional word dataset. To this end, we create a color spectrum from the input
painting. We then search for the best matching color combination from the
dataset, which is most similar to the color spectrum. The best matching color
combination is mapped to the corresponding emotional word. Afterward, we
extract the emotional word as the emotion evoked by the painting. To evaluate
the proposed method, we compared the results of the proposed algorithm to
those of a user study on the extraction of emotions from several paintings.
Through several experiments, we show that the proposed method exhibits
excellent performance with respect to predicting the emotions evoked by a
painting. Finally, we propose an image exploration system based on the emo-
tion extraction method mentioned above. In this system, users can explore
painting images emotionally coherently.
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1 Introduction

When people view paintings, they may feel certain emotions. For example, they
may feel comforted by a painting and feel sad by looking at another painting.
Consequently, paintings evoke certain emotions. The evoked emotions may
either depend on the person’s background or be common universal emotions.

The components of a painting that evoke emotions are the subject and the
expressional style, such as colors, composition, and texture. These affect the
evoked emotions compositively. Therefore, it is difficult to predict an emotion
evoked by a painting by using computational methods. Consequently, a method
to identify the relationship between each component and the corresponding
evoked emotion is preferentially required. Among the abovementioned compo-
nents, not only is color the most intuitive and fundamental but its relationship
with the evoked emotion also has attracted attention in the field of psychology.
In this study, with respect to the relationship between colors and emotions,
we aim to extract emotions from paintings.

Colors evoke certain emotions solely or through their relationship with
other colors [28, 23]. Although this depends on a person’s experience and
cultural background, Kobayashi [11] surveyed emotional adjectives evoked by
colors and showed that there are universal relationships between colors and
emotions. In his study, the color image scale, which is a three-dimensional
space for quantitatively measuring emotions, was proposed to find out the
relationship between colors and emotions. Today, his studies [11, 12] are widely
used in the field of design to determine colors according to emotions.

The main idea of this study is, based on the relationship between colors
and emotions, to extract an emotion evoked by a painting by using the colors
used in the painting. For this, on the basis of Kobayashi’s studies [11, 12, 25],
which suggested a number of color combinations and emotion pairs, we propose
a method that generates a color spectrum from the input painting, finds the
best matching pair in which the color combination is similar to the color
spectrum, and determines the emotion of the best matching pair as the emotion
of the input painting. Finally, we present a novel system that explores images
by using the emotion extracted from the images. In our system, the users can
explore design images with coherent emotion, so that they can find appropriate
image more easily.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide
an overview of the related work on emotions and paintings. We then present
a method that constructs a color combination and emotion pair dataset in
Section 3 and propose an emotion extraction method based on the similarity
between a color combination and the color spectrum generated from a painting
in Section 4. We then present the results of the proposed method and evaluate
the performance of this method in Section 5. In section 6, we then present our
system that explores images based on its emotion. Finally, we conclude this
paper with a summary of our ideas and discuss the limitations of the proposed
method and briefly discuss the future work directions in Section 7.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Paintings and Emotions

For a couple of decades, the inference of emotions evoked by an image has been
one of the topics of interest in the fields of computer vision and image pro-
cessing [8]. Zhao et al. [30] classified images according to the evoked emotions
by using a machine learning-based classifier. They extracted the principle of
art-based features from International Affective Picture System (IAPS), which
is a standard emotion evoking photographic image set [13], by using image
processing techniques, and generated a support vector regression-based clas-
sifier by training the features. They showed that the emotions evoked by a
photographic image could be predicted by the features inherent in the images.
Machajdik and Hanbury [16] achieved a better prediction performance by using
the features extracted from IAPS images on the basis of photographic prin-
ciples, such as the rule of third and the depth of field. Marchesotti et al. [17]
developed various generic image features, applied learning on the collection of
The Chinese University of Hong Kong [9], which is an image set that consists
of images with positive/negative ratings, and assessed the aesthetic quality of
images. The above mentioned studies showed that universal emotions could
be extracted from images by using image processing and vision techniques.
However, they focused on photographic images instead of paintings.

Previous studies on paintings have included classifications based on art
movement or genre by using machine learning. Icoglu et al. [6], for exam-
ple, proposed an algorithm for the classification of paintings on the basis of
art movements by using the k-nearest neighbor, Bayesian, and support vector
machine (SVM) classifiers. They employed several vision-based features, such
as the correlation coefficient calculated using the gradient map, the maximum
value of the intensity histogram, and the range of the intensity histogram.
Zujovic et al. [31] proposed a method for classifying paintings based on gen-
res. They extracted several features from images of paintings by using the
HSV color system, Canny edges, and Gabor filters. These studies achieved
reasonable classification accuracy but did not consider the evoked emotions.

Yanulevskaya et al. [29] proposed a method that recognizes the emotions
of a painting. They constructed a descriptor by using the Lab color system
and Scale-invariant feature transform, and generated a classifier through the
SVM. In their study, 100 participants rated 500 abstract paintings on a seven-
level positive/negative scale. These rated paintings were used for training the
classifier. This study showed the long-known observation that the colors of a
painting affected the emotions evoked by it.

Several works [5, 20, 10, 21] studied the emotion of multimedia such as
music, image, and movie. Contrary to these studies, in this paper we focus on
colors of painting images only.

As discussed above, most studies on paintings have focused on the clas-
sification of the painting genre and the extraction of simple emotions, such
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as positive/negative emotions. Unlike these studies, we propose a method for
extracting more complicated emotions from paintings.

2.2 Colors and Emotions

In the field of psychology, many studies on emotions evoked by a single color
or a color combination were conducted for a long time. On the basis of these
studies, it is known that a single color has its own meaning [28], evokes a mea-
surable emotion [27, 18], and has a strong universal trend [1]. Furthermore,
several studies [19, 11] have shown that color combinations evoke their own
emotions. Kobayashi [11] developed the color image scale to match a color
combination and the corresponding emotional word. He generated a three- di-
mensional space that consists of three psychological factors, such as soft/hard,
warm/cool, and grayish/clear. He then surveyed the scale of the three factors
of color combinations and emotional words from design students and general
consumers. Finally, by using the three factors surveyed, he located the color
combinations and emotional words on the color image scale. The color combi-
nations have equivalent meaning with emotional words, which are located at
the nearest position of the color combination.

On the basis of the above principle, Kobayashi [12] showed 900 pairs of
three-color combinations and 180 emotional words on a two-dimensional color
image scale, which does not contain a grayish/clear factor. In the design field,
this practical study has been effectively utilized to choose colors on the basis
of emotions. However, Kobayashi matched color combinations and emotional
words on a two-dimensional color image scale without considering the gray-
ish/clear factor; therefore, the range of possible emotions represented in the
color image scale was limited. Consequently, the example pairs contained only
positive emotional words. To overcome this problem, The Nippon Color &
Design Research Institute(NCD)’s work [25], which is an extended study of
[12], utilized a three-dimensional color image scale and showed that additional
pairs of color combinations and the corresponding emotional words contained
both positive and negative emotions.

The preliminary version of this work was presented in [22, 15], where we ex-
tracted emotions from paintings by using a two-dimensional color image scale
and a dataset in Kobayashi’s work [12] consisting of pairs of color combina-
tions and emotional words. To expand the range of emotion, in this extension,
we employ a three-dimensional color image scale, and extend the dimensions
of the dataset to locate pairs in the dataset on the three- dimensional color
image scale. The main difference is that more wide-range emotions including
negative emotions can be extracted from paintings by using the proposed ap-
proach than by using the preliminary version. In addition, we present a novel
image exploration system as an application of proposed emotion extraction
method.
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(a) Word image scale (b) Combination image scale

Fig. 1 Two-dimensional color image scale from [12]. On the basis of the coordinates that
consist of two factors, namely warm/cool and soft/hard, three-color combinations and emo-
tional words are paired.

3 Constructing Color Combination-Emotional Word Dataset

Kobayashi [12] created a dataset that contains 180 emotional words and 900
three-color combinations. They are located on the two-dimensional color image
scale with the grayish/clear factor missing (Figure 1). On the basis of the two-
dimensional coordinates, each color combination is paired with the closest
emotional word. Consequently, 900 pairs of color combinations and emotional
words are in the dataset. Because the grayish/clear factor is ignored, it is
not guaranteed that the grayish/clear factors of the color combination and
the emotional word in a pair are closest to each other, although they are
paired. Moreover, all the emotional words employed in the dataset consist
of positive emotions only, because positive and negative emotions are only
distinguishable on a three-dimensional color image scale with the grayish/clear
factor. Therefore, the dataset is not appropriate for extracting wide-range
emotions.

To overcome this problem, we extend the dimensions of the dataset by
estimating the missing grayish/clear factor. NCD’s work [25], which extends
Kobayashi’s study [12], offers 50 pairs of three-color combinations and emo-
tional words on a three-dimensional color image scale. The pairs include both
positive and negative emotional words. From this dataset, we identify the
three-dimensional coordinates of 50 emotional words. Consequently, 900 color
combinations in the dataset presented in Kobayashi’s study [12] can be paired
with the 50 emotional words, if the three factors of the color combination are
assigned.

Three factors of the color image scale are psychological values obtained by
a user study. Therefore, it is not possible to calculate each factor by using a
color combination. However, unlike the other factors, the grayish/clear factor
is based on the color property. Consequently, we can estimate this factor from
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(a) 10 hues (b) 12 tones of red hue

Fig. 2 Twelve tones of the red hue in the Hue & Tone 130 color system.

the colors. Kobayashi [12] used the Hue & Tone 130 color system (Figure 2),
which consists of 10 hues and 12 tones based on the Munsell color system. He
divided the 12 tones into 5 grayish tones, namely light grayish, grayish, light,
dull, and strong; and 7 clear tones, namely very pale, pale, bright, dark grayish,
dark, deep, and vivid. He defined that a grayish tone is a color mixed with gray,
and a clear tone is a color mixed with black or white. As shown in Figure 2,
grayish tones are located on the inside of the Hue & Tone 130 volume, and
clear tones are located on the boundaries of the volume. On the basis of this
observation and the Lab color system, which is similar to the Hue & Tone 130
color system, we propose Equation 1 that estimates the grayish/clear factor
from a single color.

G(a) = max(1−
√

2max(|µ− Lc| − α, 0)2 + β((ac)2 + (bc)2), 0) (1)

Here, Lc, ac, and bc denote the components of Lab color c. We utilize the
distance on the ab plane as the saturation value. Following Equation 1, if the
ab distance of a color decreases, that is, if a color is desaturated, then the color
is regarded as grayish. Further, if the luminance value of the color is close to
µ, which is the grayish luminance value, the color is also regarded as grayish.
In our experiments, we found that 0.4, 0.19, and 1.15 are suitable values of µ,
α, and β, respectively.

To obtain the emotions of color combinations in Kobayashi’s work [12],
the grayish/clear factor of the color combinations is required instead of that
of single colors. We propose Equation 2 that estimates the grayish factor of a
color combination, which consists of three colors, namely a, b, and c.

G(c1, c2, c3) = (avg(G(c1), G(c2), G(c3))− 0.5)× 6 (2)

Here, avg() denotes an average function. The range of each dimension of the
color image scale is [−3 : 3]; therefore, we also scale the value of the gray-
ish/clear factor.
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(a) Pairs in the merged dataset

(b) Merged dataset on the color image scale

Fig. 3 Twelve tones of the red hue in the Hue & Tone 130 color system.

For the color combinations in Kobayashi’s work [12], we obtain the warm/cool
and soft/hard factors from the corresponding emotional words in the two-
dimensional color image scale, and calculate the grayish/clear factor by using
Equation 2. By using these three factors, we locate each color combination on
the three-dimensional color image scale. Then, we pair each of the 900 color
combinations with its nearest combination among the 50 emotional words.
Finally, by merging the data of the two datasets, that is, the 900 pairs in
Kobayashi’s work [12] and the 50 pairs in NCD’s work [25], we obtain a 950-
pair dataset. Figure 3 shows our dataset on the three-dimensional color image
scale. As shown in the figure, both positive and negative emotional words are
included in our dataset.
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Fig. 4 Process overview of the proposed system.

(a) input image (b) filtered image (c) normalized image

(d) color spectrum generated from the input image

Fig. 5 Generating color spectrum from painting image.

4 Extracting Emotion from Painting

By utilizing the merged dataset discussed in Section 3, we extract emotions
from the colors used in a painting. Figure 4 presents a process overview of
the proposed system. First, we generate a color spectrum from an image of a
painting to identify the colors used in the painting. Then, from the dataset,
we search for the best matching color combination, which is the most similar
to the color spectrum. Finally, we extract the emotional word corresponding
to the color combination as the emotion of the painting.

4.1 Paintings and Emotions

To search for the best matching color combination, we need to identify the
colors used in a painting. For this, we generate a color spectrum that consists
of the colors used in the painting, as shown in the Figure 5. In the spectrum,
the size of the area of each color is in proportional ratio to the amount of the
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Fig. 6 Example question for gathering the three factors of the color image scale of a given
image.

color in the painting. To remove noises that affect not the overall impression
of the painting but the spectrum, we first smooth the colors of the painting
(Figure 5(b)). For color smoothing, we utilize a bilateral filter [26]. As men-
tioned in Section 3, the color combinations in Kobayashi’s works [11, 12, 25]
are composed of colors from the Hue & Tone 130 color system. To represent
the color spectrum by using the Hue & Tone 130 color system, we normalize
the colors of the painting. For each color used in the painting, we find the most
similar color in the Hue & Tone 130 color system and replace the original color
with it. Here, we use the L2 distance in the Lab color system to calculate the
similarity. After normalizing all pixels of the input painting, we find that the
normalized image is composed of a maximum of 130 colors (Figure 5(c)). For
each normalized color, we then calculate the ratio used in the painting. Fig-
ure 5(d) shows an example of our color spectrum generated from the painting.
The area of each color in the spectrum is proportional to the ratio.

4.2 Searching for Best Matching Color Combination

To search for the best matching color combination from the dataset and use
its emotion as that of the painting, we compare each color combination and
the color spectrum. For this, we need to calculate the similarity between each
color combination and the color spectrum. A näıve approach to calculate the
similarity is to compare the top three colors of the color spectrum and the color
combination and then, calculate the color distances between them. However,
in many cases, the top three colors in the color spectrum are not appropriate
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(a) warm-cool/soft-hard scale (b) clear-grayish/soft-hard scale

Fig. 7 Three-dimensional coordinates of the ground truth of paintings generated by the
user study.

for representing the colors of the painting. For example, the main colors of
Figure 5(a) are blue for the hat, orange and brown for the face. However, top
three colors of Figure 5(d) are blackish, so the top three colors do not reflect
the main colors. To address this problem, we use all the colors in the color
spectrum to calculate the similarity. Equation 3 shows the similarity function
that we use.

sim(c, s) =

3∑
i

k∑
j

exp(D(ci, sj)
2/(−2σ2))× rj (3)

where c denotes a color combination that consists of three colors ci = 0 ...
ci = 2, s represents a color spectrum from the input painting that consists of
k colors sj = 0 ... sj = k with the ratio of colors rj , and D() denotes the color
distance function. For calculating the color distance, the L2 distance in the
Lab color space is used. When colors that are similar to a color combination
are used at a high ratio in the painting, this equation has a relatively high
value. By using a Gaussian weight function in the color distance term, we
avoid a color that is not similar to the color combination but has a high ratio
from affecting the similarity. In this study, σ is set to 0.2.

For the color spectrum of the painting, we calculate the similarities to
all the color combinations in the dataset and extract the top N emotional
words of the best matching color combinations, which are most similar to the
color spectrum. This is based on the assumption that a viewer can experience
complex emotions, not just a single emotion. Then, we calculate the average
of the coordinates of N emotional words and find the nearest emotional word
to the average coordinates as the emotion of the painting.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8 Results of extraction of top three color combination and emotion pairs from the
images of paintings.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Evaluation of Grayish/Clear Factor Estimation

To evaluate the performance of the grayish/clear factor estimation proposed
in Section 3, we compute the error of the factor between the ground truth
and the estimated value. As mentioned in Section 3, our dataset contains 50
pairs of color combinations and emotional words, which have the ground truth
coordinates on the three-dimensional color image scale; we utilize these pairs
for validating the proposed method. For each of the 50 color combinations, we
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Fig. 9 Performance according to parameter N .

calculate the distance on the color image scale between color combination’s
estimated grayish/clear factor and the ground truth value.

In our experiment, the average distance was 0.478. The range of each of the
three factors including the grayish/clear factor was [−3 : 3]; thus, the average
error rate was about 8% of the whole range. Figure 6 shows a couple of the
best and the worst cases of estimation. As shown in this figure, our estimation
method works well for both positive and negative emotions indiscriminately.

5.2 User Study for Collecting Ground Truth Emotions of Paintings

To evaluate the performance of the proposed emotion extraction method, the
ground truth emotions of the painting are required. To obtain them, we con-
ducted a user study that asks the user for the three factors of the color image
scale for each painting image by using Amazon mTurk [7], which is a crowd-
sourcing web marketplace for surveys. For 100 painting images, the ground
truth values of the three factors were generated by aggregating the workers’
scores for each image. Figure 6 shows an example question for scoring on the
color image scale of a given painting. For each image, we asked more than 100
workers to select the degree of the three factors considering only the color and
the tone. To guarantee the reliability of the response, we set the minimum
value of the total approved HITs and the HIT approval rate as 5,000 and 98%,
respectively. Figure 7 shows several examples of the gathered ground truth
coordinates of the paintings on the color image scale.

5.3 Evaluation of Emotion Extraction

In this experiment, we constructed a dataset containing 950 color combina-
tion and emotional word pairs by estimating the grayish/clear factor of the
color combination described in Section 3. By using the method proposed in
Section 4, we then generated the color spectra from 100 sample painting im-
ages and found pairs that were similar to the spectra. Finally, we extracted
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(a) 50-pair dataset

(b) Extended and merged 950-pair dataset

Fig. 10 Comparison between the emotions extracted using two datasets.

the emotions of the paintings by averaging the coordinates of the pairs. By
comparing with the ground truth emotions of the sample paintings, defined as
the coordinates on the color image scale, we evaluated the performance of the
proposed method that extracts the emotions of a painting from the viewpoint
of accuracy. In this experiment, we evaluated the performance by computing
the error as the distance between the coordinates of the ground truth and the
averaged emotion. For 100 painting images, the average error and its standard
deviation were found to be 1.10 and 0.0084, respectively. As the range of each
factor of the color image scale was [−3 : 3], the average error was 18%. Fig-
ure 8 shows a couple of examples of the paintings, generated color spectra,
matched pairs, extracted emotions, and ground truth emotions. As shown in
the figure, compared with the ground truth emotions, the extracted emotional
words and the corresponding averaged emotions seem to be reasonable. In
some cases (the bottom of Figure 8), the extracted emotions were far from
the ground truth. However, in our analysis, the emotions evoked by most of
these paintings seemed to be affected more by the subject than the colors of
the painting.

Figure 9 shows the performance according to parameter N , which is the
number of the selected best matching pairs. In our experiment, when we set
the value of N as 10, the best performance was achieved. Hence, in all the
other experiments conducted as part of this study, the value of N was set to
10.
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Table 1 Examples of the estimated grayish/clear factor of color combinations and its
ground truth value.

emotional word color combination ground truth estimated error

urbane PB/Gr PB/Dgr PB/L 1.576 1.603 0.027
sporty PB/V Y/V YR/V -2.084 -2.059 0.025
pale PB/Dl PB/P PB/Vp 0.349 0.374 0.025

upset R/V RP/Dp N1.5 -0.807 -0.788 0.019
sad PB/Gr N9 N7 1.579 0.779 0.800

cool-headed B/Dgr PB/Vp PB/Dk -0.867 0.105 0.972

Table 2 Performance of two datasets.

Dataset Avg. error Std. dev.

50 pairs 1.22 0.0121
950 pairs 1.10 0.0084

When we extended the dimensions of the dataset, we utilized the 50 pairs
presented in NCD’s work [25], because they had three-dimensional coordinates.
Consequently, without extending the dimensions of the 900-pair dataset de-
fined on a two-dimensional image scale, we can use the set of 50 pairs as the
entire dataset for the proposed method. In this experiment, we compared the
performance of two datasets, namely a set of 50 pairs, which were defined on
a three-dimensional color image scale and a set of 950 pairs; the dimensions
of 900 pairs of the latter set were extended, and then, the pairs were merged
with the other 50 pairs. For this experiment, the 100 paintings used above were
employed to evaluate the performance. Table 1 shows the evaluation results.
The performance of the merged dataset was superior to that of the other.
Although the 50-pair data set contained the ground truth emotional words
that were surveyed in NCD’s work [25], it was not sufficient to find a color
combination similar to the color spectrum of the input painting, as shown in
Figure 10.

As mentioned in Section 2, the preliminary version of this study employed
a two-dimensional color image scale and a 900-pair dataset. In this experi-
ment, we compared the performance of method discussed in the preliminary
study with that of the method proposed in this work. For the comparison,
we considered three methods: one was the preliminary version, another was
method proposed in this paper, and the other was the proposed method using
a two-dimensional color image scale. Table 2 shows the results of the perfor-
mance comparison. As shown in this table, the performance of our method
is superior to that of the others, because only our method employed a color
image scale with all the required dimensions. Figure 11 shows that the method
using a two-dimensional color image scale could not extract the emotions of a
painting that evoked negative emotions.

The IAPS dataset is widely used in many studies focusing on the emotions
evoked by photographic images. Although the IAPS dataset does not contain
images of paintings, the proposed method can be adopted by using the colors
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11 Comparison between the emotions extracted using two- and three- dimensional
color image scales.

Fig. 12 Comparison between ground truth and extracted emotion for the IAPS dataset.

of the photographic images. In this experiment, we extracted the emotions
of IAPS images by using the proposed method. Because the ground truth
emotion of the IAPS dataset is measured using Russell’s emotion model, it
is not easy to directly compare emotions in two different models. Therefore,
we compared the semantic meanings of the ground truth and the extracted
emotion. Figure 12 shows a couple of examples. As shown in this figure, the
semantic difference between the ground truth and the extracted emotion does
not seem to be significant. Therefore, this experiment shows that the proposed
method can be applied to general images with reasonable performance.

6 An emotion-based image exploration system

Although our method proposed in section 4 aims to extract an emotion from
painting image, this method can be utilized for extracting the emotion of
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Fig. 13 User interface for our image exploration system.

general color images as well. Recently, many studies [24, 14, 2, 3] proposed
image exploration and retrieval systems. In these studies, visual descriptor
and semantic descriptor were usually used to find the desired image. Contrary
to these studies, we present our exploration system that finds the desired image
based on the emotion estimated as described in Section 3. For our purpose,
we propose a two-dimensional parameter-based emotion exploration method.
Our system consists of two parts: one is an image exploration window, and
the other is an information panel that shows a selected image and its emotion
on the color image scale in graph form.

In our method, we display images using the two parameters employed for
establishing the axes of the color image scale, cool-warm and soft-hard, as
shown in Figure 13. In this method, a two-dimensional graph is provided to
adjust the parameters. On the left panel, the center image indicates the nearest
image from the coordinates that correspond to the current parameters. Around
the center image, more warmer-cooler and softer-harder images are displayed.
The coordinates of these images are near to the coordinates of the center image.
To find these images, we generate a Voronoi diagram [4] using the points on
the image coordinates and obtain the neighboring cells of the center image.
Initially, the value of each parameter is set to zero, which is the origin of each
axis. When the user drags a point on the graph, the parameter value changes.
Then, the center image on the left panel also changes. Consequently, images
near to the current parameter are displayed around the center image.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an algorithm for extracting emotions from paintings
on the basis of a color image scale. In the proposed method, we first constructed
a color combination and emotional word pair dataset from two different color
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image scale datasets. For this, we estimated a grayish/clear factor from the
colors and merged two datasets on a three-dimensional color image scale. Next,
we normalized the input painting with the Hue & Tone 130 color system and
generated a color spectrum that describes the colors used in the painting and
their ratio. We then searched for the best matching color combinations from
the dataset, which were most similar to the color spectrum. Finally, we calcu-
lated the average of their coordinates and extracted the nearest corresponding
emotional word as the emotion of the painting. Through various experiments,
we showed that the proposed method exhibits reasonable performance with re-
spect to predicting the emotions evoked by a painting. Based on this method,
we finally propose a painting image exploration system, where users can ex-
plore painting images emotionally coherently

In this study, we considered only the colors of a painting among the various
factors that affect the emotions evoked by the painting. Although the proposed
method works well without considering the other components, an emotion is
normally evoked by not only colors but also texture, composition, subject, etc.
Consideration of these components along with colors can improve the perfor-
mance of extracting more precise emotions. Therefore, painting components,
such as texture and composition, must be studied. In the future, we will study
the extraction of emotions from a painting by using these components.

Further, on the basis of the assumption that a view can evoke a complex
emotion, we extracted the top N emotions and obtained their average as the
emotion evoked by the painting. Nevertheless, the issue is not resolved because
people can simultaneously feel many different emotions. Therefore, the prob-
lem of how to present these emotions still remains. To solve this problem, a
more sophisticated user study for measuring these emotions is required. This
will be also addressed in a future study.
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